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Introduction
This book explores the factors that shaped artistic representations of women and the
artistic agendas and self-positioning of individual women cultural producers in
Hungary’s state-socialist and post-socialist periods.  Positing that particular state
formations and the dominant ideologies therein interpellate individuals in particular
ways and thus might better enable certain subjectivites and constrain others, the
monograph sets out to identify the kind of messages that the two different political
systems in Hungary communicated to women through their political discourses,
actual legislation, and social policies. The research then proceeds to trace how gendered subject positions have emerged in Hungary’s changing social context and
turned into speaking positions for women cultural producers in the specific fields of
cinema and the visual arts. Exploring the spaces, dynamics, and options available
for feminist art production in both periods, i.e. the years between 1945–89 and since
1989, the analysis critically reconsiders the alleged absences and presences of feminist art in Hungary within the stated time frame.
The need for a thorough socio-historiographical framing for the study of creative processes and artworks by women arose out of a conceptual tension encountered between the metanarrative of feminism and the historical experience of contemporary Hungary. This tension runs between dominant narratives of the Second
Wave of modern feminism as a grassroots social movement emerging in the United
States and some countries of Western Europe around the 1960–1970s on the one
hand, and, on the other, the state-administered emancipation programs in socialist
East-Central Europe. Gender equality advocacy had different empowerment mechanisms and dynamics within the two geopolitical locations and ideological frameworks. The North Atlantic feminist movement and the cultural critique it developed
were most pervasive on a discursive level in the given period, while state-level endorsement of feminist demands through legislative and policy measures followed
only later. By contrast, the emancipation program under “actually existing socialism” led to the passing of decrees and implementation of policies pertaining to the
public spheres of work, education, politics, law, and culture, whereby creating, to
some extent, the institutional and material conditions for achieving gender equality. 
This program was rather incoherent throughout the period of state-socialism, and in
its last decade or so most of the program’s major ideological goals were eroded. In
the years 1989–90 East-Central European countries underwent a change of their
political and economic systems: from authoritarian one-party states they were
transformed into multi-party parliamentary democracies and from state-socialist to
capitalist economies, which also involved the reconfiguration of the social structure
and a break with earlier ideological and cultural discourses, relations, and dependencies. Restructuring the economy also entailed tightening the welfare system that
formed the basis of much of the earlier women-favoring policies. Gender scholars
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often characterize the transition period as showing a marked turn to re-traditionalizing public discourses conflicting, on the one hand, with the new social roles and
self-perceptions women have acquired in the previous system and on the other, with
an ever more accessible Western-originated feminist social and cultural critique. 
As I embarked on the research leading up to this monograph, I was driven by
both content-related and methodological aspirations.  I wanted to fill important
niches in both feminist cultural theory and gender history as they relate to Hungarian society and, more generally, fill gaps in research done on the socio-cultural history of the state-socialist period. My aim was to evaluate both gender-related developments and the cultural production of the relevant decades within the framework
of a carefully conceptualized East/West comparison as well as a state-socialist/postsocialist comparison.
In what follows, a theoretical introduction (Part I: Constructing and bringing
gendered identities into representation) musters the key concepts, theories and dilemmas that have fed into this study and governed the research. These insights and
questions are brought together and thought through to the effect that a situated
feminist perspective should be formulated which no longer prioritizes Western feminism as the only specific set of politics capable of undoing multiple patriarchal
hierarchies.
Part II: Emancipation: An expendable goal discusses legislative framings,
women-related policies and social practices that have conveyed messages for female social subjects in both the state- and post-socialist periods. The chapters draft
a detailed picture of both the emancipatory and compelling (if not oppresive) tendencies within the “socialist mode of women’s emancipation”, its effects on women’s consciousness, and the suggested reasons for the relative failure of this emancipation agenda. The exploration assesses in a similar manner the developments of
the post-socialist era. In piecing together this picture, i review the existing scholarly
literature on the subject. Besides academic sources, i also drew on public discussion
events and recently made documentary films that set themselves agendas matching
my own inquiry. Part of the literature i have consulted deployed in-depth interviews
as a research method to inquire into “emancipation” as lived experience, including
the life expectations, self-constructions and career paths of women born and/or socialized in the two different periods.  Interviewing appears to be a viable tool in
mapping the worlds of speakers whose subject position vis-à-vis feminism is obscured (Portuges 1993). Interviews are capable of bringing to the surface reflection
on, and criticism of, the ways in which material and social conditions script gender
roles and women’s lives; these are reflections, however, which may not always be
framed in feminist terms. Having this benefit, interviews were also one of my own
tools in exploring female cultural producers’ activity and the interrelated questions
of gender and authorship. 
Part III: Women and/in Hungarian cinema (industry) and Part IV: Artworks
and subject positions: Women visual artists from 1945 till the 2000s explore how
the interplay of changing numbers of female creative workers, the ideological and
material underpinnings of film and art making, and a possible cultural impact of
feminism interrelate and create particular subject and speaking positions for women
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artists within a given social and discursive context. I chose cinema and the visual
arts as two distinct fields that possess different social statuses and production conditions, but are often tackled in conjunction as constitutive parts of our visual culture. 
Both Parts III and IV open with an introductory section where i probe the applicability of the theses of feminist film and art theory for the analysis of Hungarian
cinema and visual arts scenes in the chosen periods. As the critique of representation problematizes the dominance of male producers of representations, i also address the relation between the number of women cultural practitioners and the kinds
of gender representations offered in my two chosen artistic fields. As most theorists
agree, this relation is certainly not automatic, yet, transformations in dominant
modes of representation will hardly take place without an increased number of
women participating in creating them. 
Outrun perhaps only by television, cinema is arguably a medium of mass appeal that has enjoyed the greatest exposure to audiences for the most part of the
period considered here.  For its wide reach and capacity to inscribe ideologies, a
range of political and economic forces have seen film as an important propaganda
tool—and so did their critics, including the feminist critique of dominant cinema. 
My work on Hungarian cinema is based on original research involving theoretical
analysis that for the first time applies feminist film theory to the Hungarian film
corpus of the second half of the 20th century.  I seek answers to the question of
whether state-socialist emancipation rhetoric and policies targeting women’s employment and social inclusion have also affected 1) the domain of creative work;
and 2) the kinds of representations of women circulating in visual culture?
Unlike movies, contemporary visual art is a less accessible cultural form and is
more removed from large audiences. This is increasingly so in Hungary nowadays,
although visual art enjoyed more prominence in the 1960–80s. Art professionals
often link contemporary art’s marginal status to the fact that no proper art market
has yet developed in post-socialist Hungary, but these claims rarely reflect critically
on the complex impact of market relations on cultural production. While not denying the benefitial effects of private investment on the art scene, some other voices
point to a relative advantage resulting from the lack of a strong art market that
would heavily influence and “streamline” artistic practice. Situated on the margins
of both economic and state interests today, contemporary art may conceptualize itself as one of the last sites of manipulation-resistant “free speech” and subversive
attention: a counter-public sphere indeed for the cultivation of critical thinking, and
hence a potential site of feminist cultural interventions. In this part the creative
pursuit of contemporary Hungarian women artists is examined in the field of paradoxical forces shaping their praxis.
The analysis in this monograph emerges from interdiscipinary research, both
on the level of theoretical inquiry and methodology.  It brings together the approaches and insights of a number of scholarly fields (art history and theory, film
studies, feminist theory and social science, post-colonial criticism) to explore the
degree to which the material and ideological conditions of cultural production impact issues of both content and style as well as authorial positions. To argue a complex case i employ a range of methodological tools (original primary research in-
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cluding many types of written documents and a substantial amount of visual material, quantitative surveys, interviews, theoretical analysis, interpretation of art
works and literature review). This approach—reading society as a heterogeneous
“text” and regarding cultural producers as social subjects—maps the interplay and
mutual determinations of social formation, the prevalent codes of art making, and
the ideologies operating both within a given society and art world. My inquiry is
also informed by post-colonial theory and the “Second World reworking” of this
theory’s major arguments. Shifting the terms and adjusting the focus of Western
feminist scholarship within the various disciplinary areas that my project engages
have been the primary analytical perspectives running through the investigation. 
Similar efforts have already been made by social scientists to map women-related
social processes in Hungary; i substantially drew on these explorations in Part II. 
Within film studies, no comparable endeavor has been made to test the applicability
of the analytical tools of feminist film theory; this is one of the tasks Part III of the
monograph sets out to accomplish. In the field of the visual arts, a feminist criticism-aware discourse circulated for a few years; i spell out my discontents with it
in Part I, and attempt to resolve these and operate with a different conceptual framing in Part IV. Another guiding perspective has been to employ a scholarly and
historically concrete approach both to the study of the women-related social changes
and the cultural production of the state-socialist period. To achieve this re-assessment, i had to develop arguments to contest and overrule a persistent Cold War intellectual attitude.  Pieces written with that stance are often reluctant to dedicate
serious scholarly efforts to the analysis of the cultural-social history of.
the time, and tend instead to dispatch the social and cultural processes of more.
than four decades as unchanging, undifferentiated, and debilitated by “totalitarian”
politics.
Gender figures in my analysis as a relational category to capture the different
places or roles women and men occupy or assume in cultures and societies. From
this perspective i am working with a limited application of the term as i only occasionally imply aspects of gay and lesbian studies or queer theory. These are not
omitted because i regard issues and insights offered therein irrelevant but because i
set out to accomplish a task long due but moderate in scope: to embed the examination of Hungarian women cultural producers’ creative activity in their larger social
and cultural contexts.
Finally, I hope my work can provide a viable methodological model for re-inscribing the national in research without reproducing notions about a pseudo-homogeneous national context. Focusing on a particular society, i was able to retrieve and
analyze singular empirical material; my methodology, however, consciously avoids
a narrow nationalist history approach as it strives at every turn to retain references
to an international context.

